DATASHEET

WiCo C1 is an RS422 to Sony 700 protocol converter, which
allows you to use wired point-to-point telemetry. The set up is
very simple - all you need is to connect one of the units to your
camera, and the other to RCP or RMB.
WiCo C1 is built as 2 separate units connected to each other via
RS422. One of the units receives commands from RCP/RMB
via Sony 700 Protocol and converts them into RS422. Then the
data is transmitted to the 2nd converter, which converts it back
to Sony 700 Protocol.
Importantly, handshake for Sony 700 Protocol is processed
securely within the converters. This was included to reduce
pressure on the RS422 interface, which allows the system to
transfer data on lower baud rates.
One of the units is powered by the camera’s 8pin remote,
assisting convenient data transmission. The other unit is
powered locally and can also power RCP/RMB.
Additionally WiCo C1 allows 4 GPIO signals to be sent, which
can be used to send information to and from the camera. This
can be used for signals like tally. Moreover, GPIO signals can be
embedded into Sony 700 Protocol as red/green tally or call.

WICO C1

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

A. CONVERTER (RCP SIDE)

B. CONVERTER (CAMERA SIDE)

C. 8-PIN REMOTE CABLE (OPTIONAL)
D. DC POWER ADAPTER (OPTIONAL)

SPECIFICATION
PHYSICAL

W 83MM, D 83MM, H 24MM
150G/0.3LBS

ENVIRONMENT

TEMPERATURE RANGE -25 TO +55°C
SEALING SPLASH-PROOF
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RCP SIDE CONVERTER

CAMERA SIDE CONVERTER

Front panel

Front panel
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1. SONY 8-PIN
2. CONNECT LED
3. POWER LED
4. HR 10A (DC 10-30V)
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5. DB9
6. RS422
7. USB
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1. SONY 8-PIN
2. CONNECT LED
3. POWER LED
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4. DB9
5. RS422
6. USB
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QUICK START (see next page for reference)

DEFAULT SETTINGS

1. Connect RCP side converter to your
RCP/RM-B/CCU/MSU with 8-pin cable
via 8-pin connector on the front panel
of the RCP side converter.

BAUDRATE — 115200
DATABIT — 8
PARITY — NONE
STOPBIT — ONE

2. Connect Camera side converter to your
camera with 8-pin cable via 8-pin connector
on the front panel of the Camera side
converter.

GPIO 1 — RED TALLY
GPIO 2 — GREEN TALLY
GPIO 3 — CALL
GPIO 4 — GENERAL

3. Plug power cable to the HR 10A-7P-4P
socket on the front panel of the RCP
side converter.
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WAYS OF CONNECTION

1. DIRECT CONNECTION

Please see Quick Start (p.4)
for connection set up.

RS422

RCP

C1

C1

Camera

2. CONNECTION VIA RADIO MODEM

RCP

C1

Radio modem

Radio modem

C1

Camera

*Please ask us about compatibility with 3rd party modems

**Please note that only the RCP side converter allows you to adjust settings on BOTH converters when a
connection between them is established. However, you can always adjust settings on each converter separately.
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GPIO PIN NUMBER —
pin number of the chosen
GPIO signal of the base
module.
FUNCTION —
assigns the function of the
chosen GPIO signal of the
base module.
CHANNEL — number of the RCP channel where signals from
the given GPIO will be sent.
CHANNEL GPIO PIN — GPIO pin number of the camera module
connected to the given RCP channel.

BASE GPIO (PIN) – GPIO pin number of the base module.
FUNCTION – GPIO signal function of the base module.
Determines the functional designation of the signal (Tally Red,
Tally Green, Call, General). For instance, the Tally Red
function generates a Tally Red signal and translates it to the
chosen camera.

CHANNEL GPIO (PIN) — Determines the camera module
connected to the given RCP channel and GPIO signal
of the given camera module (For example: RCP1 (2) means
that the number 2 pin GPIO of the Camera module is connected
to RCP1).
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CHANNEL — In the drop down box select the number of the
RCP you want to work with.
EMULATING CAMERA NUMBER — Some cameras allow
you to set a camera number. For those cameras choose ‘none’
in the 1st drop down box. In this case the number will be automatically requested from the camera itself. For other cameras,
in the first box please select the type of data, ‘number’ or
‘letter’ and then insert the number or letter itself in the second
box. It will also be indicated on the RCP.
TALLY IMITATION USING CALL SIGNAL — Some cameras
do not support indication of a Tally signal. For such cameras,
imitation of a Tally signal with the CALL function is possible.
When receiving a Tally signal it converts to CALL and translates to the camera.
KEEP CONNECT — Checking this box stops RCP from losing
data coming from the camera if the connection is lost. This
mode forbids RCP to reset when connection with a camera is
lost. If this mode is off, loss of link with the camera for 5-7
seconds will result in a RCP data reset. When connection is
restored it will reconnect.
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FIRMWARE — Tab shows current Firmware
version and allows for updates by clicking the
button ‘Update’. The box below shows the serial
number, hardware and firmware versions of the
active camera modules.
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SYSTEM UID – System identifier. This must be identical for
all devices in the connection chain, so the devicescan see
each other.
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BAUDRATE (KBIT) — channel exchange speed.
Can be changed on the go.
PARITY — parity control (odd, even or none).
STOP BITS — number of stop bits.
RS 485 MODE — enable RS 485 mode by checking the box.
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